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Abstract. TIn this work we carry out a multiple imputation technique
for handling missing observations. We propose an algorithm, which per-

forms a hierarchical multiple imputation using edition rules to impute

missing values. We assess our algorithm using a simulation study and a
numerical application of our algorithm in dataset of Kerman Chamber

of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture is presented for more
illustration.
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1. Introduction

One of the first and foremost steps in data mining and knowledge discovery is
data preparation and one of the data preparation steps is data cleaning, which
provided a variety of tools and approaches to achieve a best data preparation
results [10, 13]. Data cleansing is a process used to address noisy, inaccurate
and incomplete information, and suggests some methods include correcting
unusable data, duplicates, and omissions to improve quality of data preparation
[14].

The data cleaning process includes evaluating the data, checking the for-
mat, identify faults or other errors, and uses some standard tasks and rules
before validation to ensures compliance. In this process, two most important
approaches among them is outlier detecting and dealing with missing values.
There are four techniques in the literature, which are frequently used to han-
dling outliers, namely, Numeric Outlier [2], Z-Score [34], Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Application with Noise algorithm (DBSCAN) [3] and Isolation
Forest [9] methods. We refer to Rousseeuw and Hubert (2011) [27] Aggarwal
and Sathe (2017) [1]), Gravesteijn et al. (2021) [15] and Grund et al. (2021) [16]
for more details.
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Concerning with missing values, comprehensive works have been done by
researchers. Josse and Hussen [17] have handled missing values in exploratory
multivariate data analysis. Chen et al. (2014) [8] have developed multiple
regression analysis in the presence of missing data. Pratama et al. (2017) [25]
have presented a review of missing values detecting methods on time series
data. Kwak et al. (2017) [21] have discusses the effect of the presence of
missing values in the dataset on the reliability of statistical analysis. Recently,
Ramosaj and Pauly (2019) [26] have predicted missing values based on some
non-parametric approaches for imputation.

Although, sometimes, data deletion which is omitting entire records for vari-
ables is done especially when there is a substantial number of missing data, but
there are some useful techniques to avoid variable deleting. Multiple imputa-
tion (MI) (Rubin, 1996, 2004 [28,29]) has been shown that makes appropriate
results in the presence of a high number of missing data or a small sample
size of observations [23]. MI as originally conceived proceeds in two stages:
A data disseminator creates a small number of completed datasets by filling
in the missing values with samples from an imputation model. Analysts com-
pute their estimates in each completed dataset and combine them using simple
rules to get pooled estimates and standard errors that incorporate the addi-
tional variability due to the missing data. [24] Little and Rubin (2109) [22]
have pointed out that an apparent advantage of this approach is its ability to
make standard complete-data methods applicable to incomplete data. It also
turns out to be robust when the data violate the normality assumptions [18].
The most important application if MI can be found in multivariate data, see
e.g, Schafer (1997) [31], Schafer and Olsen (1998) [32], Shobha and Nickolas
(2019) [35] and Buuren and Groothuis (2010) [6]. The latter introduces a
most popular imputation method which is called Multivariate Imputation by
Chained Equations (MICE).

This work concerns with the implementation of statistical techniques to mul-
tiple imputing the missing values in a hierarchical fashion. So, the organization
of this work is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminaries about
editing rules and introduces our hierarchical multiple imputation algorithm. A
simulation of study as well as a data cleaning in a real data set is presented
in section 3. Also, we apply our algorithm to clean the dataset of Kerman
Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture. Finally, section 4
presents some concluding remarks.

2. Methodology

Generally, missingness in a dataset can be classified into three groups based
on their occurrence: missing at random (MAR), missing completely at ran-
dom (MCAR) and missing not at random (MNAR). MAR, means there is a
systematic relationship between the propensity of missing values and the ob-
served data, but not the missing data, while in MCAR, the probability of an
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observation being missing does not depend on observed or unobserved mea-
surements [4]. In contrast, MNAR, means there is a relationship between the
propensity of a value to be missing and its values.

It should be pointed out that, MAR and MCAR are both considered ignor-
able because researchers do not have any information about the missing data
when they deal with the missing data. Besides, MNAR occurs when the miss-
ingness depends on the value of the variable and is called non-ignorable because
the missing data mechanism itself has to be modeled as deals with the missing
data. See for more information Seaman et al. (2013) [33] and Bhaskaran and
Smeeth (2014) [12]. In this work we are encountered with missing (completely)
at random and we can use multiple imputation to dealing with their missing
values [7, 12]. A recent book of Little and Rubin (2019) [22] and references
therein give a comprehensive information about this topic.

Edit rules or editing rules are constraints on the variables of dataset that
assure the validity of the variables in each record. Each of records must satisfy
all edit rules in order to qualify as an admissible record. Some simple types
of edit rules may be seen as: range restrictions (V1 ≤ a), ratio constraints
(V1 ≤ bV2), and balance constraints (V1 + V2 = V3). When a record fails a
set of edits, agencies typically select some fields to replace with imputed values
so that all constraints are satisfied (Fellegi and Holt 1976 [11] and Kim et al.
2015 [20]).

Consider we have an n× k data matrix X = (x1x2...xk), including k vari-
ables with n observations. Some of xi, i = 1, 2, .., k, contain missing val-
ues. Also, we donote V1, V2, ..., Vk are respectively represents variable’s rule of
x1, x2, ...,xk. Following Kim et al. 2015 [20]), we consider set of editing rules:

(1) S =


Vi ≤ a ∀i = 1, 2, ...k
Vi ≤ bVj ∀i, j = 1, 2, ..., k∑k

i=1 aiVi = 0

,

where a, b and ai, i = 1, 2, ...k, are constants, which always determined by
experts.

In this work we do multiple imputations using hierarchical edit rules to
replace missing values with the most valid values. A pseudo algorithm of this
multiple imputations hierarchical edit rules is presented in Algorithm ??.

It is worth noting that, this algorithm is a extension of other traditional
multiple Imputation algorithms, see for an instance Khan et al. (2020) [19],
because this algorithm updates the editing rules after imputing the missing
values of each variables.

3. Numerical analysis

3.1. Simulated data. In this subsection, we carry out some numerical anal-
yses to assess our algorithm in imputation of missing values in two scenarios:
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few number and many number of missing values. As we mentioned before,
since the MICE approach is the most popular technique in multiple invita-
tions, we compared our results with the results of MICE. In this regard, in-
spiring Sasaki et al. (2020) [30], we simulated 5000 observations from obesity
associated variables such as “age, weight, length, BMI, Blood Pressure(BP),
Calorie, Train, Work, Sleep and Free time” 1. In order to use their correla-
tions and regression we generated observations of “age, weight, length, Blood
Pressure(BP), Calorie, Train, Work, Sleep” from multivariate a normal vari-
ables with reasonable correlation values between variables. Also, in order to
use the edition rules of section 3, we obtained values of BMI variable based on
relation BMI = Weight

Length2 and the so called Free time of this observations using

Free time = 24 − (Train + Work + Sleep). In the first scenario, we set 10
percent of observations of variables “Calorie, Blood Pressure(BP), BMI, Train,
Sleep and Free time” to missing values (NA) and for the second scenario we
replaced 30% of the observations of these variables with missed values.

Figures 1-a and 1-b are describing the map of missing value in two cases of
few/many number of the missing values. See also Figures 2-a and 2-b for fre-
quencies and intersections of missing values in these two cases. Using Algorithm
1 we hierarchically imputed these missed observations. First, based on the sec-
ond equation of 1, the relation BMI = Weight

Length2 yielded imputed (and exact)

values of the missed observations of the BMI variable. Similarly, applying the
the third equation of 1 we used, Free time = 24− (Train+Work+Sleep) for
importing missed values of the Free time variable. Also, imputing the missed
observations of the other remaining variable were done hierarchically using
procedure of algorithm 1, especially using their correlation [6]. The minimum
difference between original values and the imputed values was desired. So, the
absolute R.Bias and root mean squared errors (RMSE) for the imputed values
were our criterion to compare our approach with the traditional MICE. These

1We use the R software and all codes are available upon request.
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Figure 1. Map of missing values: a) many number of missingness b)

few number of missingness

Figure 2. Frequencies and intersections of missing values: a) many
number of missingness b) few number of missingness

two indices were calculated as follows:

R.Bias =
1

5000

5000∑
i=1

| ŷi − yi
yi

| RMSE =

√√√√ 1

5000

5000∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)2

where ŷi is the imputed value of yi in the ith case. The results are summarized
in Table 1, for two scenarios few/many number of missing values. From this
table we can deduce in contrast of MICE approach, our hierarchical method
can improve the accuracy of imputation in both cases of law and high number
of missing observations.

3.2. Real data. In this subsection we use our proposed algorithm to impute
missed observation in data of pistachio in the data set of Kerman chamber
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Frequency of missing values Criterion MICE Hierarchical MI
A few R.Bias 78.24 65.46

RMSE 45073.67 41911.67
Many R.Bias 231.20 193.43

RMSE 135765.91 125547.05

Table 1. R.Bias and RMSE of two methods few/many numbers os
missing values

Figure 3. Percentage of missing observation separated by cultivated

type and fertility

of commerce, industries ,mines and agriculture. This data set, which is col-
lected by Organization of agriculture-Jihad-Kerman, contains some informa-
tion about pistachio product in three providences: North Kerman, Orzueiyeh
and Bam between years 2011 t0 20172. Also, this dataset contains some at-
tributes like: cultivated area, cultivated type (rain-fed or irrigated), fertility
(fertile or infertile), year, yield rate per hectare, harvest by ton and etc.

2This data set are available at http://www.data.kccstat.com which is the Statistics and

Information Bank of Kerman Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture. This
data set has been set up since 2016 with the aim of quickly accessing the economic activities of

the province to the data required for planning, as well as integration and transparency. The

coding system of this statistical bank is designed for statistical items based on the statistical
coding of the United Nations Statistical Bank, which is a combination of ISIC and CPC

codes.
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There exist a lot of missing values in this data set in which traditional
imputation techniques such as neighborhood data or regression type imputation
methods cannot help us to deal with these missing values. In some cases more
than 80% of observations are missed. Figure 3 shows percentage of missing of
variables separated by cultivated type and fertility. More information about
missingness of these data based on other attributes are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Percentage of missingness separated by irrigated type and

fertility and their interactions

Since occurrence of these missing values does not depends on other observa-
tions, we use our algorithm to impute them. First, based on the experts advise,
we note that some of missed values actually had zero values, so we can replace
these type of missed observations to zero values. For example, in this data set,
experts tell us that cultivate of pistachio in Bam province has begun from 2017;
so all of missing values before 2017 in that province will change form “NA” to
“0”. This trick reduces the proportion of missingness from 87% to 50%, see
Figure 5-a, noting that we have filtered the rain-fed data set in this figure only
for a better visualization. Then, in order to impute other missed observations,
we have to perform the steps of algorithm 1 for all attributes respectively. We
have used editing rules that are determined by experts of this field.

Considering the following attributes,
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V =Total
V1=Fertile

V11=Irrigated Fertile
V12=Rain-fed Fertile

V2=Infertile
V21=Irrigated Infertile
V22=Rain-fed Infertile

V3=Irrigated
V4=Rain-fed
V5=Cultivated area
V6=Yield rate per hectare
V7=Harvest by ton
V8=Year

,

Figure 5. Percentage of missingness via the hierarchical imputation algotithm

Experts tell us that the following editing rules are hold between these at-
tributes:

(2) S =


V ≥ 0 and Vi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, 2, ...5
V = V1 + V2 = V3 + V4

Vi = Vi1 + Vi2 ∀i = 1, 2
V3 = V11 + V21 and V4 = V21 + V22

V5 = 2.2031× V7 and V6 × V5 = V7 × 1000

.

We perform this rules via Algorithm 1 in which impute all missing values. For
example, from the forth equation in (2) we have Irrigated=Fertile Irrigated+
Infertile Irrigated (V3 = V11 + V21), so we can use this rule to impute missed
cases of the Irrigated attribute (see Figure 5-b). Continuing this process and
using the last relation of (2) yields 0% of missingness (Figure 5-c).
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4. Conclusion

The algorithm 1 which uses a hierarchical multiple imputation is employed
to deal with some completely at random missing values. A set of editing rules,
which are advised by experts have helped us in this imputation.

The idea of this paper could be extended in some manner. In this work
we consider only crisp constraints, however some fuzzy constraints may be
of interest. Also, increasing the number of the constraints may increases the
accuracy of the work, in which, some of these constraints can be used to validate
others.

Recently, neural networks attracted much attentions and their improvements
appear in many topics such as deep neural network, convolutional neural net-
works, recurrent neural networks and so on. Our approach can be used in these
machine learning subjects especially when we are dealing with big data. In this
regards, the Hot Deck multiple imputation would be of interest, as can be seen
in the recent work by Butera (2019) [5].
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